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ICE TONGS STAINLESS STEEL
Serie: Stainless Steel Serie: 18 cm Serie:
Oh de Christofle 18/10 Edelstahl
Order number: 3170660295201
Hersteller: Christofle

€150.00 *
Prices incl. VAT plus shipping costs

Ready to ship today, delivery time appr. 1-3 workdays
Also available in our Store at Königsallee 42 in Düsseldorf.

Product information "Ice Tongs stainless steel"

Manufacturer: Christofle
Series: Oh
Length: 18 cm
Material: stainless steel

Christofle, Oh, ice tongs
The 18 cm long ice tongs made from high-quality stainless steel are part of the modern Oh series from Christofle. Inspired by nautical
worlds, the series combines contemporary design with simple functionality. The circular cutouts on both sides of the tongs not only
serve as a maritime design element symbolizing portholes. They also make it easier to grip the ice cubes – for the stylish cooling of
drinks on boat trips or at garden parties. For cool replenishment, the ice tongs can be optimally combined with the ice bucket or the
Champagne or wine coolers from the series.

About Christofle
Whether it's in the garden, on the terrace or on the boat – the Oh de Christofle series makes every outdoor experience a stylish
success. Clear lines and contemporary design meet maritime details. The round handles are reminiscent of eyelets or portholes of
prestigious yachts. This design feature also makes the products particularly functional. As a result, in yet another series, Christofle
again creates the perfect synergy of outstanding forms with easy handling and, in the spirit of the name of the collection, leaves an
enthusiastic "Oh".
The traditional French company Christofle is a master in the processing of silver. With passionate craftsmanship and perfection, the
luxury brand produces exclusive cutlery, as well as tableware, jewelry, accessories, barware and home decoration in its manufactory in
Yainville in Normandy. In doing so, Christofle combines tradition and expertise from almost 200 years of company history with the
highest quality, elegance and zeitgeist in its exquisite products.

Related links to "Ice Tongs stainless steel"

- Do you have any questions concerning this product?

- Further products by Christofle

https://www.franzen.de/en/payment-and-dispatch
https://www.franzen.de/en/store
https://www.franzen.de/en/anfrage-formular?sInquiry=detail&sOrdernumber=3170660295201
https://www.franzen.de/en/christofle/
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